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Abstract
Collecting large scientific quality thermal infrared image and video data sets is an expen-
sive time consuming endeavor. Thermal infrared imagers cost much more than comparable
visible systems and require skilled experienced operators. Also, time and experienced per-
sonnel are required to collect quality ground truth. Often it is advantageous to perform
computer simulations as an alternative to collecting image and video data with real camera
systems. As long as enough physics is incorporated into the models to give accurately com-
parable results to real imagery, simulated data can be used interchangeably. Generating
synthetic images and video has the added benefit of being flexible as the user has control
over every aspect of the simulation. Simulations are not subject to restrictions such as
location, weather conditions, time of day, or time of year. Ground truth is assigned instead
of measured in the synthetic world so it is known a priori. This thesis illustrates a method
of using the Digital Image and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) software to
create simulated infrared images and video of validated thermal target vehicle models in-
side thermal infrared wide-area scenes. A finite difference heat propagation and surface





was used to accurately model the emissive thermal target vehicles. Validation of the ther-
mal target vehicle model was performed using images taken from a laboratory calibrated
MWIR camera. Images taken with the calibrated camera of the same type of vehicle as
the target model were compared to the synthetic images for the same conditions for vali-
dation. Target vehicle motion was added to the simulations through the use of Simulation
of Urban Mobility (SUMO), DIRSIGs movement files, and custom python scripting. The
output images from DIRSIG were then laced together into video. The resulting video was
used to test three tracking algorithms illuminating each one’s strengths and weaknesses.
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Thermal infrared imaging has been an area of increasing interest. Remote sensing, astron-
omy, and medical imaging are some of the main areas of research using thermal images.
In remote sensing, thermal infrared signatures can tell important information about the
temperature of objects as well as the materials the objects are made of. Thermal signa-
tures do not change rapidly making thermal images useful in inferring information about
the short term history of objects within the scene. Thermal scars and thermal shadows
can be used to determine the amount of time an object has been in direct sunlight, partial
shadow, or fully shaded. Objects that produce their own heat such as automobiles can
be distinguished one from another by their thermal emission. Differences in emissivity of
objects in thermal equilibrium can also be distinguished from one another. This has been
used to image thin oil films floating on the surface of the ocean[2].
In the realm of defense, security, and sensing target tracking has proved to be of ut-
most importance. The development of good tracking algorithms for persistent surveillance
1
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requires sound testing in a variety of scenarios. To be truly persistent the tracking must
be able to be performed both day and night in all types of weather conditions. This re-
quires sensing at more wavelengths than the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Thermal infrared lends itself to persistent surveillance because the signature of a target
changes very little with differing illumination. Since all objects above absolute zero emit
light and targets around 300K emit that light predominately in the thermal infrared, peak-
ing around 10µm, they can be readily seen at night by using a thermal imager. This will
simplify instruments to only using a thermal infrared camera for persistent surveillance.
Relatively small amounts of calibrated thermal infrared images and video exist. Even
less can be readily available to perform research on. There are many reasons the thermal
infrared data is so scarce. It is assumed that much of the existing data has restricted ac-
cess due to International Traffic and Arms Restrictions (ITAR), proprietary concerns, and
security clearance. Two data sets that are available are the Automatic Target Recognition
(ATR) Algorithm Development Image Database from Military Sensing Information Anal-
ysis Center (SENSIAC)[3, 4] and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA)
Video Verification of Identity (VIVID)[5, 6, 7]. In addition to the scarcity of calibrated
thermal video, it is often too expensive and time consuming to collect in large quantities
for academic research.
Thermal infrared camera systems are currently much more expensive than comparable
visible systems. There is relatively low commercial demand for scientific grade infrared
imaging systems when compared to the consumer digital camera market. Thermal infrared
camera systems also use exotic detector materials such as HgCdTe[8] and InSb[9], because
their bandgap makes them sensitive to light in that region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Visible cameras use standard silicon, which has benefited from many years of improvement
and cost reduction in the semiconductor industry. Bump bond hibridization of infrared
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focal plane array detectors to silicon readout circuitry required for detector materials that
do not lattice match silicon decreases the yield and therefore increases the cost. Charge-
Coupled Devices (CCDs)[10] and Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS)
arrays, the two most common visible technologies, may benefit from hybridization, but
they do not require this process[11].
The proposed solution to the limited number of data sets is to generate comparable
synthetic video. Computer generated synthetic video has many advantages over video
collected in the real world. Once real world video has been collected it is difficult to adapt
for depiction of different scene conditions and scenarios. For example, if it is desired
that a target vehicle turn at a given intersection this cannot easily be changed after
the video is collected. This change is trivial in software for generating synthetic video.
Good truth is also arduous to obtain in the real world. In the synthetic world truth is
assigned and therefore known a priori. Weather and atmospheric conditions are fixed
for a given real world video collection. Such conditions are inputs to the models used in
creating the synthetic video and can be changed to produce entirely different simulations
if necessary. Proper thermal video data collection requires multiple people controlling the
imagers, gathering truth data, and coordinating logistics. This is all but eliminated when
producing synthetically generated video. As long as there is computing power available,
a single person can create a very large data set.
1.2 Previous Work and Existing Methods
The creation of thermal infrared image and video data sets has been an endeavor met
with many difficulties. Each data collect requires good ground truth and proper imaging
equipment. Simulation requires extensive knowledge, software, and compute power to
get any meaningful results. With growing interest in using thermal infrared imagers for
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persistent surveillance application many have tried to develop methods of building large
data sets of thermal video upon which to test algorithms. The ATR data from SENSIAC
was developed for military thermal tracking research. It is an extensive video data set of
many vehicles moving at a distance from a thermal imager at a horizontal wide-area view.
A frame from one of the ATR videos can be seen in Figure 1.1. The drawback to the ATR
data is the scene is wide open and there is only one look angle per video. Also, it lacks
the flexibility and absolute truth gained from synthetic images and video.
Figure 1.1: Frame of SENSIAC ATR LWIR video of vehicle moving across field of view.
DARPA’s VIVID project includes many wavelength regions including three videos in
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the thermal. VIVID videos are taken from airborne platforms that image vehicles driving
on streets and roads. Although this makes the videos more useful than the ATR data for
testing persistent surveillance airborne traker applications, it still has the same weaknesses
as the ATR data when it comes to flexibility and truth. A frame from one of the VIVID
videos is shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Frame of DARPA VIVID video of vehicle moving through intersection.
There are also some efforts to simulate physically accurate thermal infrared images
with software. The Digital Image and Remote Sensing group at RITs Chester F. Carlson
Center for Imaging Science has been continuously developing a tool to do this for over
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twenty years. The Digital Image and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) is
a first principles synthetic image generation software that produces images of aperture
reaching radiance. A sample image rendering is shown in Figure 1.3. DIRSIG is described
in more detail later in Section 3.1. DIRSIG has been proven useful for thermal infrared
polarimetric modeling[12].
Figure 1.3: Sample image rendering of warehouse scene by DIRSIG.
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DIRSIG alone was not designed to produce images with objects that have internally
generated heat. Such objects have complicated processes that require external thermal
propagation models to generate accurate surface temperature plots.
The US Air Force’s Infrared Modeling and Analysis (IRMA)[13, 14] software has been
developed to generate imagery simulating sensors from the visible, infrared, millimeter
wave radar, and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). IRMA is currently being developed
and maintained by Northrup Grumman. Similar to DIRSIG, IRMA assigns materials to
facetized geometry. The material assignment references reflectance, thermal properties,
and texture files. IRMA was designed for image fusion and has three channels, the pas-
sive, radar, and lidar channels. The passive channel uses a subprogram called ENVIRO
that computes one-dimensional heat transfer of targets and backgrounds. Then ENVIRO
produces calculated facet temperatures for the passive image generator. Due to the simple
thermal model, IRMA is not well suited for creating realistic high fidelity thermal images
and video required for this work.
Lockheed Martin’s UK division developed a software package called CameoSIM that
creates images from first principles similar to DIRSIG. CameoSIM has an atmospheric
database which incorporates direct solar and lunar flux, sky flux, and path radiance as
well as transmission into the thermal environment[15, 14]. A synthetic image is rendered
incorporating the effects of the sensor and the atmosphere by observing a scene. A sample
rendering from CameoSim is shown in Figure 1.4. CameoSIM has been shown to have
problems capturing glints from curved surfaces in the MWIR unless high facet count
geometry has been used. High facet counts increase computation time[16]. CameoSIM is
not available for use in the United States.
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1.3 Approach
This thesis discusses the software and data the author used to not only generate synthetic
thermal video, but also outlines a flexible workflow that can be leveraged to generate
video for any number of conditions. Proper thermal target tracking video requires cor-
rectly modeled background, target geometry, target signature, and target motion. For
the background geometry and thermal properties the Digital Image and Remote Sensing
Image Generation (DIRSIG) tool along with the thermal signature prediction and analysis
tool, THERM, was used. The background scene modeling is described in Section 4.1. To
generate a proper thermal vehicle target’s geometry and thermal signature, the Thermo-
Analytics MuSES software was used. The target model was validated against collected
thermal imagery of a similar vehicle using laboratory calibrated imaging systems. The
thermal target vehicle model is described in Section 4.2. The motion of the vehicles in
the scene was simulated using SUMO. Sumo has limitations that needed to be overcome
for remotely sensed target tracking purposes. The motion data from SUMO was adjusted
and improved using geometry techniques developed for this research. The motion im-
provements are discussed in Appendix A. The vehicle target motion modeling as well as
the confuser vehicles’ motion are described in Section 4.3. To generate the video, mul-
tiple frames were generated using the above techniques in parallel on a compute cluster
environment. The resulting frames were processed and laced together into video using
FFMPEG and Python code. The video generation process is described in Section 4.4 and
the Python code is shown in Appendix B.
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Before describing the research performed for this thesis important background information
must be presented. To simulate the real world accurately in the infrared, one must have a
basic understanding of radiometry. The most important radiometric quantity is radiance.
A general understanding of how light propagates through the atmosphere is essential. A
knowledge of heat transfer is required for understanding the physics behind the target
model. Finally, since the simulation is to replace real-world remotely sensed data, some
remote sensing terminology is also important.
2.2 Radiometry
2.2.1 Introduction
To understand how radiant energy is transfered from an object in a scene to another, a
system of dealing with the calculations must be used. This system is referred to radiom-
10
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etry. In radiometry, certain assumptions are required. All calculations are performed as
if to obey geometrical optics, the sources are incoherent, and energy is conserved. Un-
derstanding radiometry is very important for imaging in the MWIR and LWIR as these
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum are dominated by thermal emission.[17, 18]
2.2.2 Radiometric Quantities
Radiometry is based on a set of radiometric quantities that have a standard definition per
the CIE. They can be found in Table 2.1 below. The most useful quantity is radiance. For
this thesis the term aperture reaching radiance refers to the radiance which is measured
at the first surface aperture of an imaging system. [19, 20]
Quantity Symbol Definition Units
Energy Q - J
Energy Density (vol) u dQdV Jm
−3
Flux(Power) Φ dQdt W
Flux Density (area) - dΦdA Wm
−2
Radiant Exitance M dΦdA Wm
−2




dA cos θ dΩ Wm
−2sr−1
Radiant intensity I dΦdΩ Wsr
−1
Table 2.1: Radiometric Quantities
The radiant energy Q is taken to be the fundamental quantity upon what all other
quantities are based. Radiant flux Φ is the radiant energy that has been transferred from
one region to another by a radiation field. The radiant exitance M is the flux per unit
area leaving a surface. Equivalently, the irradiance E is the flux per unit area incident on
a surface. The remaining quantities in Table 2.1 involve the concept of flux per unit solid
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angle. The solid angle Ω is defined as the area a enclosed by a cone intersecting a sphere
of radius r divided by r2. Another way to define the solid angle is by the cone half angle
θ1/2 as seen in Equation 2.1.
Ω = 4πsin2(1/2θ1/2) (2.1)
Radiance L is the flux per unit area projected per unit solid angle leaving a reference
surface. Radiance can be defined by using the angle θ between the surface normal and the








Radiant intensity is the flux per unit solid angle emitted by a source in a given direction.
For a point source it holds that the irradiance E can be defined using the inverse square





Since flux is a spectral quantity all of these quantities are spectral in nature. That is to
say, the radiance leaving a surface is wavelength dependent. If the surface is considered
Lambertian, a perfect diffuse reflector or emitter, then the radiance and radiant exitance
is related by the Magic π [21] as shown in Equation 2.4.
M = πL (2.4)
This concept of a Lambertian surface becomes important in Section 2.2.3 as blackbody
surfaces are also Lambertian.
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2.2.3 Blackbody Radiation and Emissivity
The amount of radiation emitted from the surface of an object is measured relative to
a hypothetical perfect emitter referred to as a blackbody. A blackbody has the unique
properties that it is a perfect absorber as well as a perfect emitter. Blackbody radiation











The independent variable of the Planck Equation is temperature so spectral radiant
exitance Mλ from a blackbody is determined entirely by its temperature. The sun is a
good approximate to a 5800K blackbody. A plot of the radiance versus wavelength of
a 293K (20◦C) blackbody is shown in Figure 2.1. Note that the peak of the spectral
radiance is at a wavelength of 10 µm illustrating why the long wave infrared is important
for persistent surveillance.
Since no true blackbodies exist in nature, real materials can only be compared to
blackbodies. The emissivity ǫ of an object can be thought of as the factor which determines
how similar to a blackbody that object behaves. This relationship is seen in Equation 2.6.
The spectral radiance from a thermally emissive object at a given temperature can be
determined by knowing its spectral emissivity. Assuming the object is in steady-state
thermal equilibrium and opaque (i.e., non-transmissive) the emissivity can be determined





Spectral emissivity is a unitless factor ranging from zero to one.
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Figure 2.1: Plot of Radiance vs. Wavelength of a 293K (20◦C) Blackbody. Note peak at
10µm.
2.3 Atmospheric Transmission
Due to evolution, human beings have the good fortune of seeing in the visible part of
the electromagnetic spectrum, approximately 390 to 750 nm. The atmosphere is almost
completely transparent in this region; which is not so for most of the rest of the spectrum.
Molecular absorption and scattering creates transmission windows framed by regions of
deep absorption where the atmosphere is opaque. In the thermal infrared there are two
main transmission windows, 3 to 5µm known as the Mid-Wave Infrared (MWIR), and
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8 to 14µm known as the Long-Wave Infrared (LWIR). A plot of simulated atmospheric
transmission can be seen in Figure 2.2. Although the transmission in these two regions
is not perfect, it is high enough to produce good image results. The largest contributers
to the absorption of electromagnetic radiation in the infrared as it passes through the
atmosphere is water and carbon dioxide. Water is also the most variable depending on
location, season, and time of day.
Figure 2.2: Plot of MODTRAN generated atmospheric transmission typical for Rochester,
NY.
The atmosphere is made up of many layers consisting of different quantities of molec-
ular constituants. The most dominant are nitrogen, oxygen, argon, and carbon dioxide.
The molecular weight and fractional volume of each of these molecules are seen in Table
2.2 taken from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere of 1976[22].
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Table 2.2: Molecular weights from US Standard Atmosphere 1976
2.4 Heat Transfer
When modeling real objects in the thermal infrared it is important to understand how
heat flows. There are three main modes of heat transfer, thermal conduction, convection,
and radiation. Conduction is the flow of heat through a material usually carried by quasi-
particles formed by lattice vibrations called phonons. Heat can be conducted only when
objects are in thermal contact. Conduction can be modeled in one, two, or three dimen-
sions to represent the physical characteristics of a real material. The three-dimensional
homogeneous heat equation, Equation 2.7, is a second-order partial differential equation






















The thermal conductivity, λ is the measure of how much time, t, it takes a given
amount of heat to flow through a material. The heat capacity, C, is a measure of how
much heat it takes to change a material’s temperature, T , a given amount. The internal
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heat generation, Iin, is a function that describes the amount of heat generated internally
for a given object.
Thermal convection is a complex phenomenon where heat is transferred through the
means of an intermediary fluid, usually air or water. The fluid warms up while in contact
with a warm surface causing it to expand. Expansion makes the fluid less dense and
therefore more boyant than nearby cooler fluid. This induces a flow as more dense fluid
seeks to take the place of the warmer fluid as it moves away. Defining the flow equations
is difficult due to the complexities of fluid dynamics. Convection models require a good
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software model. The mathematical description of
convection is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Radiation is the transfer of electromagnetic energy carried by photons emitted from
all objects above absolute zero. In this thesis only photons emitted from objects between
300 Kelvin and above will be considered, because these objects blackbody radiation peaks
in the wavelength regions of interest. Radiation is described in Section 2.2.
2.5 Remote Sensing
Remote sensing is observing the Earth from overhead, usually by means of aircraft or
spacecraft[21]. What is most important is to understand how an image can be used
to gain information from a distant scene. Combining the knowledge of heat transfer
and radiation with atmospheric transmission, the basis of remote sensing in the thermal
infrared is developed. A calibrated sensor to collect the radiation coming from the scene
completes the system. This is an oversimplification, but is essentially true. The quantity
most important for this work is aperture reaching radiance as defined in 2.2. In order to
get this quantity in an image, either the camera system must be radiance calibrated or all
the previously discussed physics must be known. The later can only be known exactly in
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computer simulations.
For the purpose of remote sensing there are two regions of the electromagnetic spectrum
that behave very differently, the solar reflected dominated and the thermally emissive
dominated. The solar reflective region ranges from across the entire visible to the MWIR.
The thermally emissive region extends across the MWIR and the LWIR. It is important
to notice that the MWIR is a cross-over region where both the solar reflected light and
thermally emitted light are non-negligible.That is not to say that the LWIR is uneffected
by solar radiation indirectly, but direct solar reflection is not appreciable in that region.
As discussed in Section 2.2, radiometry assumes that energy is transferred in straight
paths obeying geometric optics. All radiation a sensor receives can be classified into eight
ways. Radiation can come directly, downwelled, upwelled, and from the background. Each
of these can either be from the sun or emitted from the scene. The direct radiance, Ld, is
a combination of the reflected sunlight and the self emitted light coming from the target of
interest to the sensor. The downwelled radiance, Ldn, is the additional radiation coming
from the target that was either scattered or emitted from the atmosphere. The upwelled
radiance, Lup, is the radiance reaching the sensor, which is either scattered or emitted from
the atmosphere. Upwelled radiation can lead to hazy appearing images. The background
radiance, Lb, is the radiance coming from objects in the scene that are not the target and
may not be in the field of view. A tree or building can be an example of a background
object. Combining all eight radiance terms together to give the total aperture reaching
radiance forms Schott’s big equation[21] as seen in Equation 2.8.
Lλ = [Esλcos(σ)τ1(λ)
r(λ)
π + ǫ(λ)LTλ + F (Edsλ + Edǫλ)
rd(λ)
π +
(1− F )(Lbsλ + Lbǫλ)rd(λ)]τ2(λ) + Lusλ + Luǫλ
(2.8)
The function F defines the portion of the scene that is illuminated by the sky directly
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In order to predict wavelength-dependent radiance from a scene with targets, some soft-
ware either developed by the user or externally is needed. The Digital Image and Remote
Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG)[23] software package was chosen for this purpose.
Developed by the Digital Image and Remote Sensing Laboratory (DIRS Lab) at RIT,
DIRSIG is a scene simulation and image rendering package that simulates scenes and ob-
jects ranging in wavelength from the visible through the thermal infrared. The spectral
resolution is limited to the resolution of the atmospheric radiative transfer model used.
Using MODTRAN 4 the resolution is 2cm−1 across the region from 0.4 to 14µm. The
spatial resolution has no limit beyond compute time. The files that DIRSIG takes in
are either human readable text files or Extensible Markup Language (XML) files mak-
ing editing possible to adjust simulation parameters. As discussed in Section 4.2, ground
truth images at infrared wavelengths are used to refine inputs to DIRSIG and ultimately
20
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to provide calibration. The current version of DIRSIG is DIRSIG 4. DIRSIG is reverse
compatible with the previous versions and is under constant development. Some of the
input files used by DIRSIG 4 originated from DIRSIG 3. The DIRSIG 4 simulation input
files begin with the simulation (.sim) file. The DIRSIG simulation file contains paths to
five input description files. These files are the scene description file (.scene), atmospheric
conditions description file(.atm), the platform description file (.platform), the platform
position file (.ppd), and the data collection tasks file (.tasks).
This scene description incorporates geometries of objects such as terrain, trees, build-
ings, and vehicles with material databases, emissivity files, extinction files, texture maps,
as well as other optional material property files. The objects are described in Object
Database (.odb), Geometric Database (.gdb), and Geometry List (.glist) files. At a base
level the .gdb files are three-dimensional (3D) Computer-Aided Design (CAD) files in hu-
man readable text format. The .gdb is broken up into Objects, Parts, and Facets, with
each facet defined by three or four vertices and a normal vector. Each facet is assigned a
material identification corresponding to a specific material in the material database (.mat)
where the material properties are assigned. The .odb and .glist files describe an object’s ge-
ometry by linking one or more .gdb files together. The .odb and .glist are human readable
text and XML respectively.
The atmospheric description uses an external atmospheric radiative transfer model de-
veloped by the United States Air Force called MODerate resolution atmospheric TRANs-
mission (MODTRAN). For a more complete description of MODTRAN see section 3.2.
DIRSIG does not call MODTRAN directly for each ray cast that passes through the atmo-
sphere. Instead the DIRSIG distribution contains the make adb program that calls MOD-
TRAN a number of times to create a look-up table (LUT) called atmospheric database
(.adb). To use make adb, a MODTRAN tape5 file (.tp5) must exist with the specifics
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of the chosen atmosphere set. Then make adb uses the .tp5 file to run MODTRAN to
produce the .adb file. The .adb file contains spectral irradiance and transmission data
for the Sun and Moon, upwelled and downwelled radiance for a sampling of directions
based on the sensor model geometry as well as the radiometry solver being used. During
execution DIRSIG reads from and interpolates data from the .adb file to produce a good
representation of the effects of the atmosphere on each ray cast. Weather history for up to
48 hours is needed in order for DIRSIG’s thermal model, THERM, to predict the temper-
ature of each point in the scene for any time during a 24 hour day. The weather history
file (.wth) is an input file with tabular ascii data that contains 13 columns describing the
weather at one quarter hour time increments. The .wth file includes data such as the air
temperature, atmospheric pressure, relative humidity, dew point, and precipitation.
The platform description file (.platform) is a description of the simulated camera. The
.platform file contains the information about the simulated detector’s spectral bandpasses,
responses, array shape and array size. The output image is also defined in the platform
description. By default DIRSIG outputs an Harris Visual Information Solutions Environ-
ment for the Visualization of Images (ENVI) image data cube.
The platform motion description is contained in the Platform Position Database (.ppd)
and can either be static or dynamic. A static platform motion places the camera model
from the .platform file at a location in the 3D space pointing it in a specific direction. A
dynamic platform motion places the camera model at a location and pointing, then moves
the location and pointing along a predefined path. The dynamic platform simulates a
moving platform such as an airborne or spaceborne platform.
The data collection tasks (.tasks) file is simply a file that defines the type of image
capture, whether a single instantaneous capture or a continuous capture over a window of
time. The date and time are also specified in the .tasks file.
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Once all the required files and databases are in place DIRSIG can be run. During a
DIRSIG run, rays are defined leaving each element of the focal plane array of the simulated
camera. These rays propagate through the simulated scene until they reach a surface of
an object at a facet. Then rays are propagated in several reflected directions through
the simulated scene. This continues until the rays intersect with either the solar disk,
lunar disk, the sky dome, or the ray is lost due to interactions with too many interfaces.
When the ray reaches any of the first three it is back propagated through the path, but
this time through the MODTRAN simulated atmosphere. Now when the ray intersects a
facet of a surface, the radiance at that surface is calculated and a thermal model is used
to determine what the radiance leaving the surface will be. This continues until the ray
reaches the element it was first cast from. The simulated sensor reaching radiance from
the cascade of rays resulting from a given synthetic pixel is collected and assigned to that
pixel. The radiance pixel values are placed into the ENVI image format that is written
out to file.
3.1.2 Scene Geometry
In order to create a digitally simulated 3D scene, the geometry of the scene must be defined.
The way this is done in DIRSIG is through geometry databases, object databases, and
geometry lists. These are input files that are specific to DIRSIG. The .gdb and .odb are
text files that form the building blocks of any scene. The .glist file is the new XML format
version of the .gdb/.odb combination. A scene can consist of all three file types.
The .gdb file is simply a text file formatted such that the geometry is described by
objects, parts, and facets. These are in hierarchical order, with objects consisting of one
or more parts, which are composed of one or more facet. Each object in a .gdb file begins
with the word object. Then a three digit numbering scheme separated by dashes follows,
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where the first digit is the object number, the second is the part number, and the third is
the facet number. The first of these three digit numbers is 1-0-0 for object #1. The next
level down in the hierarchy is the part, which begins with the word part. The numbering
scheme continues with 1-1-0 for object #1 and part #1. The lowest level in the hierarchy
is the facet, beginning with the word face. This is followed by 1-1-1 for object #1, part #1,
and facet #1. Each facet is described by a material identification number, a set of three or
four vertex points, and a normal vector. DIRSIG can only use facets that are triangles or
quadrilaterals. The material ID number corresponds to an entry in the material database.
The location of the vertices of the facet are defined by the three or four points. Each point
is in Cartesian coordinates (X, Y, Z) corresponding to a location point in the 3D scene.
All three or four points must be coplanar. The normal vector is defined to determine
angle of reflection for computer generated rays from the facet. This is important because
as rays are cast through the scene, each facet the rays intersect acts as an interface where
either reflection, absorption, emission, or a combination of these occurs. To determine
the direction a reflected ray will leave a facet the normal vector is used with the law of
reflection.
The .odb file can include one or more .gdb files and multiple instances of each .gdb at
different locations throughout the scene. An .odb file begins with a text string confirming
that the file is indeed a .odb file. This is followed by one or more object blocks. Inside
an object block is first, the path to the .gdb file, the unit of length defined for the ge-
ometry, and then one or more instances defined by Cartesian coordinates. The Cartesian
coordinates are of the form x-position, y-position, z-position, scale in x-direction, scale in
y-direction, scale in z-direction, Euler angle about x-axis, Euler angle about y-axis, and
Euler angle about z-axis.
The .glist is the replacement for the .odb and .gdb files. The .glist is an XML analog to
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the .odb and .gdb with additional features. As described later the .glist format is required
to import the output of the external thermal model since the .odb and .gdb formats do
not have this option. The .glist file begins with a <geometrylist>tag followed by one
or more object blocks. Between the start and end object tags are base geometry, static,
and/or dynamic instance blocks. The base geometry block contains in the simplest case a
bounding box with material ID, upper, and lower extent coordinates for the object. For
more complicated geometries a .gdb file, a Wavefront .obj file, or a ThermoAnalytics .tdf
file can be included in the base geometry block. In the static instance block there are the
same cartesian triples as in the .odb files, but in XML tag format. The dynamic instance
block instead has a keyframe movement block inside of which is a DIRSIG Movement
(.mov) file. The .mov file is another text file that contains all of the movement information
for a given object. At the beginning of the .mov file is a text string indicating that it is
a .mov file. Then there is an initial position block that optionally includes the date,
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) offset, and local time along with the necessary initial
position/orientation/scale in the form of a cartesian triple. The next block in the .mov file
contains the incremental moves again in cartesian triples, but this time including a time
step in seconds for each movement. There is also an option to include other .glist files into
a .glist in a nested fashion. This uses the <geometrylistinclude>tag.
3.1.3 Materials
In order to simulate an object its material properties must be defined. In DIRSIG this is
done in the material database (.mat). The .mat file contains entries for each material used
in the scene. The simplest entry contains several parameters and identifiers describing the
properties of the material. This .mat entry is for use with the Classic Radiometry Solver
originating in DIRSIG 3. There are also more powerful material entries for use with a mul-
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titude of Radiometry Solver in DIRSIG 4 that simulate bidirectional reflection functions
(BRDF), polarization properties, and others. All material entries begin with the word
MATERIAL ENTRY followed by curly braces enclosing the block containing the mate-
rial information. Inside the block are always NAME, material ID, and EDITOR COLOR
entries for material identification.
In the DIRSIG 3 format, material thermal properties are defined such as specific heat,
thermal conductivity, mass density, thickness, and thermal emissivity. Some of the optical
properties described in the .mat file are specularity and opacity. Whether a material is
one-sided or two-sided is also defined in the .mat file. The .mat file does is it points to
the emissivity (.ems) file and the extinction (.ext) file for that material. The .ems file is
discussed below in the Emissivity section. The .ext file is similar to the .ems files but
instead of spectral emissivity .ext files contain spectral extinction. The .ext files are used
mainly for tree leaves, where it is very important to define the transmission of light.
In the newer format, the material entry block is broken up into multiple sub-blocks.
These sub-blocks include a surface properties block, a temperature solver block, and a
radiometry solver block. The surface properties block contains information about the
reflectance model used as well as the path to the .ems file. The temperature solver block
defines which thermal solver is being used along with all of the required thermal properties
of the material. The radiometry solver block defines which radiometry solver is being used
with all the important parameters required by the radiometry solver. Together these three
blocks completely describe the material for DIRSIG.
3.1.4 Emissivity
In order for a material to be properly described especially in the infrared the spectral
emissivity must be well known.
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It is a unitless factor ranging from zero to one that determines how much emitted radiation
exits a surface of a given temperature. Emissivity is a spectral quantity, meaning that
emissivity of a material is a function that is dependent on wavelength. Spectral emissivity
is described in Section 2.2.
The DIRSIG .ems file contains spectral emissivity data in a tabular form. The first
line in the .ems file is just the number of emissivity curves contained in the .ems file. This
is followed by 91 lines, each containing a factor to simulate the angular dependence of the
emissivity ranging from zero to ninety degrees. The spectral emissivity follows in white-
space separated data. Most of the emissivity data contained in Megascene #1 extends
from the visible wavelengths out to 2.5µm. The emissivity data needed to extend out to
thermal wavelengths in order to simulate materials in the thermal infrared. The emissivity
data for all materials in the scene should extend out past 14µm.
3.1.5 Extinction
Materials can be partially transmissive in nature. To model this DIRSIG uses .ext files
containing spectral extinction coefficient data. Extinction coefficient data is used to simu-
late the transmission through a medium and is path length dependent(per km). Extinction
coefficient data are important in rendering outdoor scenes is modeling tree canopy. Light
passes through the leaf canopy and is attenuated until it is completely absorbed or passes
all the way through. It is important to have .ext files for any trees in the scene in order to
model the illumination of objects under trees. DIRSIG 4 can now also use non-pathlength
dependent transmission data directly for the same purposes. If no extinction or transmis-
sion is specified for a given material, it is considered opaque.
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3.1.6 Atmosphere
Due to DIRSIG’s modularity, a multitude of atmospheric radiative transfer codes can be
used to model the atmosphere. Codes such as FASCODE, LOWTRAN, and MODTRAN
have been traditionally used, but in recent years MODTRAN4P modeling a polarized at-
mosphere and MonoRTM modeling the radar and terahertz have been used. MODTRAN
is the most used of all radiative transfer codes in the thermal infrared and is well suited
for this work. Radiative transfer code performs the calculations described in Section 2.3
to create a physically accurate representation of transmission through the atmosphere.
DIRSIG uses the make adb utility to create a LUT to interpolate the rest of the atmo-
spheric data from MODTRAN as described in Section 3.2.
3.1.7 Platform
The .platform file contains all the information about the imaging platform. This includes
the type, bandpass, and spectral and spatial resolution of the sensor that is being modeled.
The style of mount is also specified in the .platform file. DIRSIG does not perform any
optical modeling for the camera system. It uses the sensor description in the .platform
to determine the aperture reaching radiance for each pixel. The sensor reaching radiance
neglecting any optical effects can be determined through the use of a response curve as
well as a transmission curve for the camera system. DIRSIG will not model lens fall
off or optical aberrations for imaging optics. These effects can be added in after the
DIRSIG run through external software. In order to model a sensor, characteristics of that
sensor must be built into the sensor model. DIRSIG has the capability of modeling line
scanners, pushbroom scanners, staring arrays, and multispectral/hyperspectral sensors.
Line scanners are single element detectors with a scan mirror that scans the field of view
across the scene. This scanning creates one dimension of the image. The other is created
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by using the travel of the entire system in the perpendicular direction (e.g. A line scanner
is mounted on an aircraft.). A pushbroom sensor is a linear focal plane array that is
moved perpendicular to the array itself. Both of these sensors require moving platforms.
A staring array is a 2D focal plane array that integrates while staring at a location in
the scene. Multispectral and hyperspectral sensors use dispersive elements to create data
cubes with the two spatial dimensions contained in two of the dimensions of the cube and
the third dimension as spectral bandpass. In DIRSIG, multispectral and hyperspectral
imagers can be as simple as staring arrays defined for all the wavelengths required. The
resulting data cube is built up as a stack of 2D images, one for each wavelength. The
method of capture and clock rate if multiple frames are to be generated is also defined in
the .platform file. The clock rate is the rate at which the imaging system captures each
image. The output file name is specified in the .platform file in a Harris VIS ENVI image
format.
3.1.8 Platform Motion
Information about the platform motion is specified in the .ppd file. The coordinate loca-
tion and rotation of the platform is specified in the .ppd file for each time step. There are
static and dynamic .ppd files. Static .ppd files simulate a fixed platform location, whereas
the dynamic .ppd files simulate moving platforms. Common dynamic .ppd files simulate
motions such as aerial race tracks and linear tracks. Temporally correlated and uncorre-
lated jitter can also be added to the simulation via the .ppd file to simulate vibrations
from a realistic airborne platform. For this work only the static .ppd is used.
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3.1.9 Tasks
The tasks file contains the reference time and date as well as a simple description of the
simulation. The task type determines whether the platform capture is instantaneous at a
given time or continuous over a window in time. The simulation can have only one task in
the task list or many tasks such as different capture methods used at different instances
in time.
3.1.10 DIRSIG’s Radiometry Solvers
In order to render radimetrically accurate scenes the radiometry must be handled in soft-
ware similarly to the way it occurs in nature. There are only four things that can happen to
light at any interface in the scene. It can be absorbed, reflected, radiated, or transmitted.
Since DIRSIG assumes thermal equilibrium, the absorbed and radiated light is related by
the temperature of the facet of the object the ray is intersecting with and the material’s
thermal properties. The temperature prediction is performed by DIRSIG’s thermal solver,
THERM, as described below. There are many radiometry solvers that can be chosen in
DIRSIG, but only the Classic and Generic radiometry solvers were used for this research.
3.1.11 DIRSIG’s Thermal Solver (THERM)
DIRSIG simulates thermal shadows correctly because of its internal thermal model Ther-
mal Signature Prediction and Analysis Tool(THERM). THERM is a thermodynamics
simulation software developed by DCS Corporation for the U.S. Air Force’s Air Force In-
frared Synthetic Image Generation Model (AIRSIM). AIRSIM THERM was undertaken
for the Air Force Wright Research and Development Center (WRDC), Target Recognition
Technology Branch as part of the Automatic Target Recognition/Counter-Countermeasure
Technology Development Program. THERM requires several hours of weather history in
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order to get the solar thermal loading correct along with the proper thermal shadows. It
is a basic model that works well with solar influenced phenomenon, but does not handle
self emission from objects in the scene from other sources of heat.
3.1.12 External Thermal Model (ThermoAnalytics MuSES
TM
)
DIRSIG requires an external model to simulate objects in the scene that have their own
internal self heating. THERM can only handle surfaces that have been heated by the
sun. ThermoAnalytics MuSES
TM
, described in more detail in Section 3.3, was chosen to
perform the neccessary thermal calculation to import a self emissive thermal target vehicle





To simulate the propagation of rays through the atmosphere an atmospheric radiative
transfer code is required. MODTRAN has been used extensively throughout the re-
mote sensing community. It is the default atmospheric radiative transfer model used
with DIRSIG. MODTRAN was developed by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)
jointly with Spectral Sciences Inc. (SSI) and is currently on its 5th version. MODTRAN
divides the atmosphere into multiple homogeneous layers[21]. MODTRAN is a band model
code that uses absorption data coupled with a scattering model to determine the effects
on transmission through a simulated atmosphere[24]. A sample plot of atmospheric trans-
mission typical for Rochester, NY is shown in Figure 3.1. DIRSIG typically does not call
MODTRAN directly, but uses a utility called make adb to write a look up table (LUT)
known as an atmospheric database (ADB). The ADB contains atmospheric transmission
data from all the important paths and sampled at many angles dependent on the sen-
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sor description in the .platform file. As stated in Section 2.3 absorption bands are very
important to characterize in the infrared spectrum.






is a thermal and infrared signature modeling software[25].
MuSES
TM
produces surface temperature data by calculating node by node on a 3D mesh
the conduction, convection, and radiation. MuSES
TM
uses a finite difference model to
perform the calculations in an efficient manor[26]. The results of the calculation is output
in the form of ThermoAnalytics’ proprietary file format, the TDF. The TDF contains all
the information for MuSES
TM
to reproduce the calculation, therefore it contains all the
geometry and temperature data produced by a MuSES
TM
run. Since TDFs are in a closed
binary form, they can only be interacted with by using MuSES
TM
or the C++ TDF IO
libraries that ThermoAnalytics provides. A surface temperature plot of a vehicle created
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by MuSES
TM
is shown in Figure 3.2.




A road network and means of moving the target vehicle models is required to create
realistic vehicle motion simulations. For vehicle motion modeling, Simulation of Urban
MObility (SUMO) was chosen. SUMO is an open source traffic pattern simulator that
can either read in or generate road networks to move vehicles along[27]. These vehicles
are collision aware and obey defined traffic devices such as stop signs and traffic lights.
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SUMO is a command-line utility, but also has a Graphical User Interface (GUI). The
GUI displays the road network on screen and begins to move a predetermined number
of vehicles of various size along the roads. A screen capture of the SUMO GUI is shown
in Figure 3.3. These vehicles have brake lights and directional signals that behave as
one would expect. The road network can be imported from several sources such as Open
StreetMap, VISUM, Vissim, openDrive, etc. Due to the ease of use and large user base,
Open StreetMap was chosen as the road network software. Open StreetMap can output in
human readable Extensible Markup Language (XML) format containing positions of nodes
and their relation to roads, signs, and intersections. SUMO uses a utility called netconvert
to read in Open StreetMap network files and convert them to the native SUMO network
file format.
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DIRSIG scenes can be built from scratch using CAD software to create the geometry, im-
ages to form texture maps, and material databases to define material properties. Building
scenes is a very time consuming process that becomes more difficult with increase in size
and detail. Therefore, using an existing scene that fits requirements is often preferred.
There are a set of scenes designed for DIRSIG that range from very simple low res-
olution to complicated high resolution scenes. Since the original purpose of the research
was to create synthetic video to test tracking algoritms, a wide-area suburban scene was
required. Megascene #1 shown in Figure 4.1 is a scene that models a suburban residential
area of Rochester, New York. It contains many streets, trees, and buildings. Megascene
#1 has been used for many research efforts in the visible and near infrared, but lacked
emissivity data for the thermal infrared. In order to cover the longer wavelengths, more
emissivity data had to be appended.
Emissivity of many of the materials in Megascene #1 were extended by using data
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Figure 4.1: DIRSIG Rendering of Megascene #1 Depicting Suburban Rochester, NY.
taken from external spectral libraries. The Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission Re-
flection Radiometer (ASTER) Spectral Library[28] and the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MODIS) University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB) Spectral Emis-
sivity Library[29, 30] were the main source for the additional emissivity data. A plot of
ASTER reflectivity data for asphalt converted to emissivity using Kirchhoff’s law is shown
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in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Plot of three emissivity curves for asphalt from ASTER Spectral Library.
4.2 Target Model
To have synthetically generated thermal infrared video of vehicles driving around, a ther-
mally accurate vehicle model is required. Due to availability and commonality, the target
vehicle was chosen to be a pickup truck. A 2004 Nissan Titan was made available for data
collection for the purpose of developing the target model as well as validation. A high facet
count model of a similar Nissan Titan was found in Wavefront Technologies .obj format
from 3D Studio[31]. The CAD model was used as the base for the thermal vehicle model.
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ThermoAnalytics MuSES
TM
as described in section 4.2 has facility to import .obj files as
geometry. The CAD file was remeshed by MuSES
TM
. In addition to the CAD geometry
new geometry was built from additional CAD models and MuSES
TM
built-in primatives to
simulate the engine, exhaust, and insulating panels. A MuSES
TM
surface temperature plot
is shown in Figure 4.3 with fully modeled exhaust. This model was improved iteratively
using image and temperature data from two previous data collects. The resulting model
was validated against calibrated images.
Figure 4.3: MuSES
TM
surface temperature plot showing fully modeled exhaust.
To refine the target vehicle model, a series of data collects were performed. In Novem-
ber of 2009 several infrared camera systems were placed on a second story mezzanine on
RIT campus pointing down at the Titan. Images were taken with each camera both while
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the sun was up and shortly after sunset. Temperature measurements were made of the
asphalt, a pool filled with water, and an array of locations across the hood of the Titan.
A calibrated thermister was used for the water and an Exergen temperature probe for the
rest of the measurements. An image from the collect showing hood temperature being
measured is shown in Figure 4.4. Information about the camera systems for this collection
Figure 4.4: Image from KIR-310 camera of target vehicle hood temperature measurements.
is in Table 4.1.
A second data collection occurred in May of 2010 imaging the Titan from the roof of a
three story building on RIT campus utilizing several infrared cameras systems. The digital
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Camera Detector Type Format Bands Bandpass Field
System of
View











RIT Pan CCD 1600x1200 0.7µm 0.4− 1.0µm 64.6◦
WASP Lite Microbolometer 320x240 10µm 8− 12µm
Table 4.1: November 2009 Camera Systems[1]
interface of the Kodak Research Labs KIR-310, described in Section 5.1, was connected
to the WASP Lite image acquisition system in place of the infrared channel. In addition
to image data, this collect produced video rate data using the KIR-310. A series of videos
were taken of the Titan driving around the parking lot and braking hard into corners
to determine how the signature of the truck changes with brake heating. Images and
video were also taken to understand the effect the truck had on its surroundings by way
of thermal shadows and thermal scars. Data from both of these collects were used to
incrementally improve the thermal target vehicle model. The validation of the target
model is described in section 6.2.
The thermal vehicle model is flexible. It can be used in many different scenarios ranging
from winter to summer, day to night, and engine running conditions. The model holds
up to ground sampling distances higher than a meter making it useful for ground-based
simulations as well as airborne and spaceborne. The thermal signature can be adjusted to
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mimic other similar vehicles easily, to be used as confusion vehicles in tracking algorithm
testing scenarios.
At this point the thermal vehicle model doesn’t interact thermally with the scene.
There is a thermal shadow generated from it, but it generates no thermal scarring. The
reason for this is the model is run in MuSES
TM
and exported as a .tdf file. The subsequent
.tdf file is then imported as geometry and a surface temperature map into DIRSIG. To
include thermal interactions between the vehicle and the scene they would both have to
be imported into MuSES
TM
and written out as another .tdf file. Though the ground work
has been started in this direction, this work predates that and is too computationally
intensive to use the current technique.
4.3 Motion
For target vehicle tracking, the motion of vehicles must be simulated in a realistic manner.
Vehicles must follow the roads, not collide with one another, and corner smoothly. The
modeling software used for motion control was SUMO. As described in section 3.4, SUMO
is a 2D traffic pattern simulation software package. SUMO models vehicles traveling along
a road network. It has built-in collision avoidance and traffic device obedience applied to
all vehicles in the simulation. The data exported from SUMO is in the form of xy-position
and rotation about the z-axis for each vehicle for each 1-second time step.
Since DIRSIG uses 3D scene geometry similar to the real world, the data taken from
SUMO must be appended to to get realistic behavior in the 3D scene, DIRSIG’s dynamic
instance in its geometry list file (.glist) file takes a movement file (.mov) to place objects
in the scene at each time step. The .mov files have an initial time and date to start
the motion as well as an initial position entry. This entry contains x, y, and z position;
scaling in the x, y, and z directions; and rotation around the x, y, and z-axis for each time
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step of the simulation. After the initial position and time/date information there is listed
incrimental translation, scale, and rotation data for each time step after. The z-position
is applied from the digital elevation map contained on Megascene #1. The scaling entries
are not used. The rotation entries are from SUMO and only the rotation around the z-axis
are used.
To generate synthetic video that appears realistic to the human observer a frame rate
of 10 Hz was chosen. This meant that the 1 Hz data from SUMO had to be interpolated
to get to the 10 Hz required. DIRSIG has the capability to interpolate between the data,
but there is a very serious caveat. Interpolation around corners behaves very unnaturally.
The vehicles appear to be skidding around the corner instead of smoothly cornering. The
interpolation is only in straight lines from one position point to the next. This is shown
by the blue line in Figure A.4.
In order to interpolate the corners properly, a set of custom python scripts were built
to choose where the position points would be placed. The first thing computed was the
intersection point of the incoming line and the outgoing line for each corner in each .mov
file. Specifying a radius of between 3 and 4 meters for each path a center of curvature
was then calculated. From the center of curvature, tangent points were found. Once the
tangent points were known, the vehicle’s path around the corner was determined. Each
path distance was segmented into ten parts of equal distance. Next the vehicle rotation
angles needed to be calculated for each 0.1 second time step. Rotation only needed to be
applied to the points along the arc of the corner. The straight portion imparts no rotation
to the vehicle so the angle between the incoming and outgoing lines was broken up into
the correct number of segments. A visualization of the original and repaired .mov file is
shown in Figure A.4. The original .mov is represented by the solid line. The points show
the corner repair. A new .mov file was generated using the newly interpolated points.
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Figure 4.5: Visualization showing original and repaired movement file. Axis scales are
pixels relative to image origin, where pixel size is 0.15 meters square.
The process was used for all 212 .mov files in the scene. A more in-depth description is
described in Appendix A.
4.4 Video
To lace together the images created by DIRSIG a number of software packages were
used. For frame lacing FFMPEG was used. FFMPEG is an open source command-line
video encoding software package that has a large developer base and supports a large
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variety of image and video codecs[32]. Since DIRSIG outputs in ENVI format, a conver-
sion scheme was needed to get the video frames into a compatible format. Initially the
ENVI images were converted to PGM exchange format images using a python script[33].
These PGM images were scaled and converted from 64-bit floating point images to 16-
bit unsigned integer because of restrictions of the PGM format. Another command-line
utility, ImageMagick R©[34], was used to convert the PGM images to high quality Joint
Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) images[35] that FFMPEG could handle as input.
FFMPEG laced the JPG images into MPEG-4[36] video that could be displayed on most
video display software. To automate this entire process, a python script was written to
glue each step together. The python program has a simple command-line interface that
prompts the user for input. In addition to scaling the images to the 16-bit unsigned inte-
ger format, the python code has provision for clipping either by a percent or through an
interactive method. The most useful clipping was a 2% clip as it removed the few extreme




To collect well calibrated image data a calibrated thermal camera system was required. A
Kodak KIR-310 MWIR camera, shown in Figure 5.2, was chosen for the data collection.
This camera was developed by Kodak Research Laboratories around 1991. The program
was canceled making the camera rare, but still useful for applications such as this. The
focal plane array is a PtSi array grown on top of an interlined CCD. It has a format of
640 x 486 pixels making it, for the time of manufacture, one of the largest infrared camera
arrays available. The array is divided up into four vertical bar shaped section with a
separate amplifier for each. A flat field image showing the effects of four amplifiers can
be seen in Figure 5.1. Kodak Research Labs had the foresight to give the camera both
a National Television System Committee (NTSC) format analog and an RS-422 12-bit
digital output. The analog output was used for displaying the video onto a CRT monitor
while the digital output was used to collect the data. The camera and two 4-position
filter wheels are cooled with liquid nitrogen for the purpose of lowering the dark noise.
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Since the filters are cooled their contribution to the signal from self emission is negligable.
The window and lens outside the dewar did, however, contribute to the incoming signal,
because both are at ambiant temperature. With the lens the camera has a field of view
of 5.7◦ and a 5 inch (12.7 cm) circular aperture.
Figure 5.1: Flat field image from KIR-310 camera calibration. Note that array is read out
from four output channels resluting in four vertical bands of different digital count. Axis
scales are on pixels (640 x 486).
The 12-bit digital video output was interfaced with a National Instruments PCI-1422
video data acquisition PCI card using a custom built cable and custom C++ code to
handle the high data rate. Due to lack of good camera documentation the cable design
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Figure 5.2: Kodak Research Laboratory’s KIR-310 MWIR camera.
became a tedious trial and error process to get the bits in the proper order. The camera
had to also be run with the automatic gain correction turned off, because it produced
spurious results and there was no way to keep track of the gain settings being used.
For the calibration process, a 6 inch square CI Systems SR-80 calibrated blackbody
source was placed directly in front of the lens to fill the entire aperture. The filter used
was a 3.2 to 4.1µm band pass filter. The temperature of the blackbody source was set
at 5◦C increments from 5◦ to 60◦C and the average digital count per pixel of twenty
images were recorded for each temperature. This resulted in three dimensions of data,
blackbody temperature, digital count, and pixel location. The data was converted from
digital counts to radiance by using Equation 2.5 and the emissivity of 97.8% for the surface
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of the blackbody source in the MWIR. The response of the KIR-310 was very linear with
respect to radiance as seen in Figure 5.3. Assuming linear response the slope and y-
interscept of a line fitted to the data were calculated for each pixel and written out to a
file for a calibration LUT.
Figure 5.3: Plot of digital count vs. radiance for KIR-310 camera. Red dots are measure-
ments and blue line is line fit. Note near perfect linearity.
To use the camera to take calibrated images at least one in situ calibration target is
required. This is to offset the y-interscept for each pixel to make up for the difference
in temperature the lens and window are compared to the data taken in the laboratory.
The calibration target must be big enough to cover enough pixels to get a good average
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radiance value coming from the target. As long as the temperature and emissivity of the
target is known, the true radiance can be calculated. The offset is the difference between
the average radiance value from the camera and the true radiance. Applying this offset
and assuming the linear response can be extrapolated to the range of radiances in the
images the resulting data can be used as calibrated radiance images.
5.2 Data Collection
Calibrated infrared images were needed to compare against the thermal target vehicle
model for validation. A direct comparison could be performed using a real vehicle of the
same make and model as the one used for the synthetic simulation. On December 1, 2011,
an image data collection was executed for the purpose of validating the thermal target
vehicle model. The laboratory calibrated KIR-310 camera was placed atop a three story
building pointed at the parking lot below. The vehicle was in the parking lot with the
engine running. Two calibration panels were placed at the closest point of the vehicle to
the camera. The vehicle and calibration panels are shown in Figure 5.4. One calibration
panel was a square piece of copper plate and the other was some black felt mounted to a
three ring binder. The copper plate could only be used to measure ambient temperature
due to its high reflectivity. The felt target was used for offsetting the laboratory calibration
data for the camera to account for the self emission of the lens and dewar window. The
radiance was calculated by measuring the temperature and knowing emissivity of the
black felt. Video was taken of the vehicle rotated in five orientations. The orientations
were, pointing left, right, toward the camera, away, and diagonal. Twenty frames for each
orientation were averaged together and adjusted with the calibration LUT offset for the
average radiance value across the felt calibration target.
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Figure 5.4: Image from KIR-310 camera showing the target vehicle (2004 Nissan Titan)
and two calibration panels; light panel is black felt for lens self emission calibration, and
dark panel is copper plate for accurate ambient temperature measurement. Note bright




Once the thermal infrared version of Megascene #1 was finished, it needed to be verified
for accuracy. There was no attempt to calibrate the background scene. The verification
was only to demonstrate that the scene behaved similarly to collected backgrounds without
gross differences. Two wide-area data sets were available for the Rochester, NY area for
comparison with the thermal Megascene #1.
In August of 2010, the Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing group at RIT performed
a large scale airborne data collect referred to as the Spectir Hyperspectral Airborne
Rochester Experiment (SHARE)[37]. For SHARE the DIRS group flew its Wildfire Air-
borne Sensor Program (WASP) imager on flight lines over many parts of Rochester. The
weather was clear, hot, and dry. The roofs of buildings had been in the hot sun for most
of the day, as the flight was mid-afternoon. This made the roof tops much brighter than
the ground and tree surfaces around them in the thermal infrared images from WASP.
Similarly, when Megascene #1 was simulated in DIRSIG with the same parameters, the
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roofs also were much brighter than the surrounding surfaces. Both synthetic images and
WASP data had similar characteristics shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Comparison between WASP image from SHARE 2010 data collection (left)
and DIRSIG rendered background image (right). Both images are of suburban Rochester,
NY under similar collection conditions.
The second image data collection was performed August of 2010 by ITT Exelis Inc.
(now Harris Corporation) with the Wid-Area Persistent Surveillance (WAPS) platform.
The WAPS platform has a thermal sensor with a response in the MWIR centered at 4.0
µm. This time the conditions were similar to the WASP images, but the sensor was flown
at nine o’clock in the morning. This meant that the roof tops were not in the sun as long
as the SHARE collect. As expected, the images from the WAPS showed the roof tops
closer in radiance to the surroundings. When simulated with identical input parameters
except changing the time of day to nine o’clock in the morning, the results compared to the
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WAPS images. Again both synthetic and WAPS images had comparable characteristics
as shown in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Comparison Between ITT Exelis WAPS Image (left) of urban Rochester, NY
and DIRSIG rendered background image (right). Both images represent similar collection
conditions.
It is important to note that this was not an attempt at an end-to-end scene validation
for the Rochester area, but does show that the background synthetic scene does predict
general behavior given the proper input parameters.
6.2 Target Validation
For the target, a much more involved validation process was performed. The calibrated
images from the truth data collection, shown in Figure 6.3 below and described in Section
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5.2, were compared to simulated images rendered from the thermal target vehicle model
with no background. The vehicle model was placed in a scene by itself in the same
orientation relative to the camera model as the real counterparts from the data collect.
A synthetic camera was created with the same characteristics, such as the format and
response, as the calibrated KIR-310 camera to synthetically image the target vehicle model.
Once the synthetic images of the vehicle were generated, the backgrounds from both the
synthetic and the truth images were removed in software and replaced with a mask of
Not A Numbers (NANs) so as to not contribute to the statictics of the vehicle. Then the
two images were aligned using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique and a difference
image was created. The Root Mean Square (RMS) difference was calculated to be 0.0086
W/m2sr over the entire surface of the vehicle. This corresponds to approximately 0.8◦C
or 0.33%[38]. Shown in Figure 6.4 is the difference image (center) next to the calibrated
truth image (left) and the synthetic image (right). This is an over estimate as the two
images were not identical and the alignment was not perfect contributing to some error,
but still considered an acceptable validation for the thermal target vehicle model.
6.3 Videos
With a reasonably accurate scene and target vehicle, the two could be combined with
SUMO movement data to produce video. With the goal of using the resulting video to
test some target tracking algorithms on a wide-area aerial view with all 212 vehicles moving
through the streets was desired. A minute of movement data was created so there was a
maximum of one minute of video that could be made without running SUMO again. A
single frame of the video was simulated as a compute time test case. The frame completed
in 6.5 hours leading to the realization that one minute of video containing 620 frames
would take approximately 5.5 months to complete. This solution was not acceptable. To
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Figure 6.3: Radiometrically calibrated KIR-310 image of thermal target vehicle (2004
Nissan Titan). Axis scales are pixels (640 x 486). Gray bar shows radiance in W/m2 · sr.
remedy this problem time was allocated to this research on the RIT Research Computing
Linux cluster. Scripts were written to generate all the required DIRSIG input files and
cluster execution scripts in order to run multiple instances of DIRSIG in parallel. Running
during a period of low activity on the cluster the frames for one minute of video completed
in just 3.5 days. The frames were laced together into video using the technique described
in Section 4.4 using the python program in Apendix B. Figure 6.5 shows a single frame
from a LWIR synthetic video produced by this work.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison Images; calibrated truth image (left), difference in absolute value
(center), and synthetic target model rendered in DIRSIG (right). Gray bars show radiance
in W/m2 · sr. Note that difference gray bar is an order of magnitude less than truth and
synthetic image gray bars.
Figure 6.5: Frame of LWIR synthetic video with target vehicle driving on streets as seen
outlined in red at top center.
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6.4 Target Tracking
Finally the resulting video created from the entire process was put to use. Three tracking
algorithms developed by Ausfeld [39] were used to track some of the synthetic target
vehicles as they moved through the scene. The three algorithms used were the mean
shift (MS), adaptive Kalman filter (AKF), and the polynomial fit adaptive kalman filter
(PFAKF) algorithms. The MS algorithm does not have a predictive component, while
the AKF and PFAKF have both a predictive and measurment portion of the algorithm.
When the algorithm relies on the measurement portion, the location of last lock is shown
in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 as a red box. When the predictive portion is relied upon the box is
yellow. Each algorithm is described in detail in Ausfeld’s thesis [39].
Figure 6.6: Time series of results of MS, AKF, and PFAKF tested on synthetic video.
Increasing time from left to right with target vehicle traveling down. When each algorithm
is relying on measurement the box is red and when it relies on prediction it turns yellow.
The synthetic video contained enough realistic confusion and occlusion to test some of
the modes of failure for each tracking algorithm. The MS algorithm was able to track the
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Figure 6.7: Time series of results of MS, AKF, and PFAKF tested on synthetic video.
Increasing time from left to right with target vehicle traveling down. When each algorithm
is relying on measurement the box is red and when it relies on prediction it turns yellow.
target vehicle as long as it was not occluded. The AKF algorithm was able to regain track
after occlusions as long as the target did not change velocity appreciatively. The PFAKF
algorithm was able to regain track even after occlusions and changes in velocity in some
cases. All three algorithms had difficulty when two vehicles were too close to one another.
Often each algorithm would start tracking the other vehicles due to similar signatures.
Each algorithm tested on the synthetic video behaved as expected on real collected data
successfully demonstrating the application of the synthetically generated video as a valid
surrogate.
Chapter 7
Summary and Future Work
7.1 Summary
Thermal test video data sets suitable for target tracking algorithm development have
proven to be limited in availability and utility. As discussed in Section 1.2, the SENSIAC
ATR and DARPA VIVID data sets were too inflexible and limited to be of use for thermal
tracking algorithm development. Clearly synthetically generated thermal video makes a
suitable replacement collected video data. The synthetically generated data allows for
flexibility in camera placement, design, and operation. Background scenes for any scenario
can be designed. Target vehicle signatures can be custom made.
To summarize the research contained in this thesis, a framework was developed to
incorporate all of the important physics from Chapter 2.1 into the models and produce
radiometrically accurate thermal video of vehicles driving through the streets of a wide-
area scene using techniques from Chapter 4. Emissivity data was added for materials in
Megascene #1 extending it out to 12µm. A thermal target vehicle model was developed
using two data collects described in Section 5.2 as validation and a geometrical model and
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thermal model using MuSES
TM
described in Section 4.2. The target vehicle was validated
by using a calibrated camera described in Section 6.2 and an image alignment algorithm.
The resulting target model was then placed in the scene and moved using data generated
from SUMO adjusted with custom python scripts described in Appendix A. Video was
generated from images produced on a large Linux cluster by lacing them together with
FFMPEG described in Section 4.4. The video was put to use testing three target tracking
algorithms described in Section 6.4 illuminating the strengths and weaknesses of each.
7.2 Future Work
As an alternative to collected thermal video, it has been shown that radiometrically ac-
curate simulated thermal infrared video can be produced. By using physics-based models
such as DIRSIG and MuSES
TM
while including weather information, atmospheric condi-
tions, material properties, and good motion modeling the resulting video is representative
of the real world. Although the simulated video depicts the real world for a broad range
of scenarios, there are still areas it can be improved. Currently there is only one vehicle
modeled and one background scene. It would be advantageous to have several vehicles of
varying size and type to add to the simulations. By adding more scenes, synthetic video
can be produced to depict a wider array of real world places. More confusion and clutter
can be added to the scenes to assess weaknesses of tracking algorithms. For this, emissive
objects such as humans, animals, and flares could be simulated as well. A larger variation
in weather and atmospheric conditions is needed to perform well rounded analyses. This
can simply be done with the current framework. There is also room for improvement of
the target vehicle models themselves. Secondary phenomena such as brake heating, people
in the interior, and defrost are not currently modeled. The target model also does not
interact thermally with its environment. There is effort toward adding support for im-
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porting portions of the scene geometry into MuSES
TM
along with the vehicle to perform
target/scene interactions. With more synthetic videos with varied conditions, a video
data set can be produced to use as a comparative analysis test bed for determine the best
tracking algorithm for any given scenario.
Appendix A
Motion Modeling Adjustment
The vehicle motion modeling was initially performed using SUMO, described in Section
3.4. The resulting quantities from SUMO were vehicle position and orientation at one
second time steps. The frame rate required for testing tracking algorithms was 10Hz or 0.1
second time steps. Generally DIRSIG can interpolate to get finer time step resolution, but
this interpolation behaves unrealistically when the vehicles turns around corners. DIRSIG
can only perform linear interpolation, so motion is along a straight line from one location
point to the next. Rotation is also linearly interpolated. The appearance of the vehicles
trajectory is that of a vehicle skidding or sliding around the corner. To remedy this
unusual behavior, a method for visualizing the entire route and identifying the corners for
each .mov file was needed. Once each corner was identified it was re-interpolated into a
smoothly radiused corner such as shown in Figure A.5.
DIRSIG’s .mov files are human readable text files containing an initial position, ori-
entation, and scale followed by incremental changes at each time step. Python code was
written to parse the .mov files one at a time to be overlaid on top of the ground texture
map image for Megascene #1. The Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) was necessary to
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convert the position data to pixel location data in order to align the .mov data with the
ground image map. An example movement plot is shown in Figure A.1. A dot was plotted
to mark the beginning point so direction of motion was easily determined. A zoomed in
view of a corner, seen in Figure A.2, shows that the trajectory between the two points
cuts the corner without forming a radius.
Figure A.1: Plot of path in .mov file for vehicle 56 overlayed on Megascene #1 texture
image. Note that red dot denotes vehicle starting position. Axes are pixels in units of
image ground sampling distance of 0.15 meters.
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Figure A.2: Zoomed in Plot of Corner for Vehicle 56. Cutting of corner with no smooth
radial transition is evident. Axes scales are in pixel units of GSD of 0.15 meters.
American street corners have turning radii of approximately 3 to 4 meters. A scheme
for properly interpolating the radius of each corner to a value in each .mov file in this
range was necessary. It was important not to change the timing of the rest of the file to
make sure collisions would not occur.
Four geometric points were required to properly interpolate each corner. The first
point was the intersection of the incoming and outgoing lines. Using euclidean geometry,
trigonometry, and vector calculus two tangent points and a center of curvature were found
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using directional vectors and distances shown in Figure A.3. The incoming and outgoing
vectors are labeled ~V1 and ~V2 respectively. ~V1 and ~V2 are determined by subtracting the
two points, p1 and p2, leading into as well as the two, p3 and p4, leading out of the corner.
The intersection of ~V1 and ~V2 is labeled i. The two points tangent to the arc are labeled
t1 and t2. The center of curvature is labeled c. Three segments labeled a, b, and d are the
arc’s radius, distance from i to c, and distance from i to t1 respectively. Due to symmetry
d is also the distance from i to t2. The unit vectors v̂1 and v̂2 are found the usual way
in Equations A.1 and A.2. The unit vector of the third vector, v̂3 was calculated using
















θ = arccos(v̂1 · v̂3) (A.4)
To find the intersection point i the incoming and outgoing lines were written in para-
metric form, i = p2 + rv̂1 and i = p3 − sv̂2, with parameters r and s respectively as seen
in Equation A.5. By taking the cross product of both sides of the right side of Equation
A.5, Equations A.6 follows. Parameter s is found by taking the magnitude of both cross
products and dividing them as shown in Equation A.7. The intersection point i is then
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Figure A.3: Diagram of geometry for corner repair procedure. Blue lines are the original
motion track while dashed line depicts the corrected trajectory.
solved for by plugging the paramter s back into the parametric equation in Equation A.8.
i = p2 + rv̂1 = p3 − sv̂2 =⇒ sv̂2 = p3 − p2 − rv̂1 (A.5)
s(v̂2 × v̂1) = (p3 − p2)× v̂1 (A.6)
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s =
‖(p3 − p2)× v̂1‖
‖v̂2 × v̂1‖
(A.7)
i = p3 − sv̂2 = p3 −
‖(p3 − p2)× v̂1‖
‖v̂2 × v̂1‖
v̂2 (A.8)
The two important distances d and b are found by trigonometry and the Pythagorean
theorem in Equations A.9 and A.10. From there t1, t2, and c are found using Equations







d2 + a2 (A.10)
t1 = i− v̂1d (A.11)
t2 = i+ v̂2d (A.12)
c = i+ v̂3b (A.13)
In all corners, interpolation time needed to be unchanged for the rest of the .mov file,
otherwise vehicle collisions could arise. This meant that for each corner only one second
could be used and the interpolation needed to be smooth over the radius with 0.1 second
time step interpolation between the original corner points. The total distance traveled
through a corner from p2 to p3 was broken into three parts, the straight part from the
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first corner point p2 to the first tangent point t1, the arclength along the curve from the t1
to t2, and the straight part from t2 to the second corner point p3. The final interpolation
points needed to satisfiy the condition of adding these three lengths together and dividing
it up into ten equal portions. All points involved in the calcuation as well as the newly
interpolated points are shown in Figure A.4. The results of which can be seen in Figure
A.5.
Figure A.4: Visualization showing original and repaired movement file. White dots desig-
nate the new 0.1 second interpolated vehicle locations.
The angular interpolation could only be performed on the points along the curved
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Figure A.5: Plot of 0.1 second interpolated corner of Vehicle 56.
portion of the trajectory. This complicated the process because generally the first and
last point along the curve were not a full time step from the tangent point. The rotation
needed to be properly distributed along all of the corner points so the first and last rotation
were less than the rest of the rotations. The sum of the rotations needed to add to the
total rotation in the original .mov file for each corner. The height coordinate was easily
interpolated as only small changes in elevation occurred on all corners.
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The resulting calculations adjusted back to meters along with the non-corner points
from the original .mov file were combined and written out to a new .mov file. The time
step for the corners was set to 0.1 seconds for the corner points and 1 second for all
others. The final .mov files produced a much more realistic cornering than the original
files interpolated by DIRSIG.
Appendix B
Movie Maker Python Code
’’’






path = raw_input(’Enter the path to the directory where the DIRSIG ENVI
images are:\n’)
if path[-1] != ’/’:
path = path + ’/’
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os.system(’ls -1 ’ + path + ’*.img > ’ + path + ’envifiles.txt’)




os.system(’rm ’ + path + ’envifiles.txt’)
firstIm = raw_input(’Would you like the images stretched and scaled to
the first image? [y/n] ’)
if firstIm == ’n’:
scaleImFile = raw_input(’Which image would you like the images
stretched and scaled to?\n’)
scaleIm = path + scaleImFile
elif firstIm == ’y’:
scaleIm = firstImFile.strip()




bandname = hdr[’band names’]
array = makeMovie.readimage(scaleIm)
arrays = makeMovie.separateBands(array, int(bands), int(rows), int(cols))
scaleImages.writeOutHist(int(bands), bandname, arrays, path)
RGB = []
rgb_indices = []
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gry_indices = range(int(bands))
for i in range(int(bands)):
RGB.append(’False’)
rgb = raw_input(’Would you like to make an RGB movie? [y/n] ’)
if rgb == ’y’:
for i in range(int(bands)):
print ’[’ + str(i+1) + ’] ’ + bandname[i]












scaleType = raw_input(’What type of scaling would you like to perform
on the data?\n[1] Linear\n[2] Percent Clip\n[3] Interactive clip \n’)
scaleTypeDict = {’1’:’Linear Stretch’, ’2’:’Percent Clip’,
’3’:’Interactive Clip’}
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MinMax = range(int(bands))
if scaleType == ’1’:
scale = ’Performing a linear stretch’
print scale
for i in gry_indices:
stretchedArr, range_vals = scaleImages.linearStretch(arrays[i])
swappedArray = makeMovie.swapOrder(stretchedArr)




for i in rgb_indices:




if len(rgb_arrays) > 0:
swapped_rgb_array = makeMovie.swapOrder(rgb_arrays)
swapped_rgb_array = makeMovie.RGB_Array(swapped_rgb_array)
makeMovie.PPMout(path + ’RGB.ppm’, swapped_rgb_array,
int(hdr[’samples’]), int(hdr[’lines’]))
elif scaleType == ’2’:
percent = raw_input(’What percentage do you want to clip?\n’)
scale = ’Clipping with a ’ + str(percent) + ’% percent clip’
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print scale
for i in gry_indices:
stretchedArr, range_vals = scaleImages.clippedLinearStretch(arrays[i],
int(percent), int(hdr[’samples’]), int(hdr[’lines’]))
swappedArray = makeMovie.swapOrder(stretchedArr)




for i in rgb_indices:





if len(rgb_arrays) > 0:
swapped_rgb_array = makeMovie.swapOrder(rgb_arrays)
swapped_rgb_array = makeMovie.RGB_Array(swapped_rgb_array)
makeMovie.PPMout(path + ’RGB.ppm’, swapped_rgb_array,
int(hdr[’samples’]), int(hdr[’lines’]))
elif scaleType == ’3’:
os.system(’python imageHist.py ’ + path + ’ ’ + bands + ’ "’
+ str(bandname) + ’" &’)
for i in gry_indices:
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Min = raw_input(’What is the minimum value for ’ + bandname[i] + ’? ’)
Max = raw_input(’What is the maximum value for ’ + bandname[i] + ’? ’)
scale = ’Clipping images from ’ + str(Min) + ’ to ’ + str(Max)
print scale
stretchedArr, range_vals = scaleImages.interactiveStretch(arrays[i],
float(Min), float(Max))
swappedArray = makeMovie.swapOrder(stretchedArr)




for i in rgb_indices:
Min = raw_input(’What is the minimum value for ’ + bandname[i] + ’? ’)
Max = raw_input(’What is the maximum value for ’ + bandname[i] + ’? ’)
scale = ’Clipping images from ’ + str(Min) + ’ to ’ + str(Max)
print scale





if len(rgb_arrays) > 0:
swapped_rgb_array = makeMovie.swapOrder(rgb_arrays)
swapped_rgb_array = makeMovie.RGB_Array(swapped_rgb_array)
makeMovie.PPMout(path + ’RGB.ppm’, swapped_rgb_array,
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int(hdr[’samples’]), int(hdr[’lines’]))
else:
scale = ’that is not one of the choices!’
print scale
os.system(’rm ’ + path + ’*_hist.txt’)
format = raw_input(’Choose a video format\n[1] MPEG-4\n[2] AVI\n’)
format_dict = {’1’:[’MPEG-4’, ’.mp4’], ’2’:[’AVI’, ’.avi’]}
framerate = raw_input(’Choose a frame rate in Hz ’)
keeppgm = raw_input(’Do you want to keep the PGM or PPM files? [y/n] ’)
if keeppgm == ’y’:
print ’Keeping PGM or PPM files’
keeppgm = ’True’
else:
print ’Removing PGM and PPM files’
keeppgm = ’False’
keepjpg = raw_input(’Do you want to keep the JPG files? [y/n] ’)
if keepjpg == ’y’:
print ’Keeping JPG files’
keepjpg = ’True’
else:
print ’Removing JPG files’
keepjpg = ’False’
wavelength = hdr[’wavelength’]
units = hdr[’wavelength units’]
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cfg_file = scaleIm[:-16] + ’.cfg’
os.system(’touch ’ + cfg_file)
config = open(cfg_file, ’w’)
config.write(’DISIG Movie Configuration File = True\n’)
config.write(’Path = ’ + path + ’\n’)
config.write(’Number Images = ’ + str(len(ImFiles)) + ’\n’)
config.write(’Bands = ’ + bands + ’\n’)
config.write(’Columns = ’ + cols + ’\n’)
config.write(’Rows = ’ + rows + ’\n’)
config.write(’Keep Temporary PGMs or PPMs = ’ + keeppgm + ’\n’)
config.write(’Keep Temporary JPGs = ’ + keepjpg + ’\n’)
config.write(’Video Output Format = ’ + format_dict[format][0] + ’\n’)
config.write(’Video Frame Rate = ’ + framerate + ’\n’)
for i in range(int(bands)):
config.write(’Band ’ + str(i+1) + ’ = {\n’)
config.write(’ Band Number = ’ + str(i+1) + ’\n’)
config.write(’ Band Name = ’ + bandname[i] + ’\n’)
config.write(’ Wavelength = ’ + str(wavelength[i]) + ’ ’
+ str(units) + ’\n’)
config.write(’ RGB Images = ’ + RGB[i] + ’\n’)
config.write(’ Scale Image = ’ + scaleIm + ’\n’)
config.write(’ Scaling Type = ’ + scaleTypeDict[scaleType] + ’\n’)
if scaleType == ’2’:
config.write(’ Percent = ’ + str(percent) + ’\n’)
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config.write(’ Minimum Value = ’ + str(MinMax[i][0]) + ’\n’)
config.write(’ Maximum Value = ’ + str(MinMax[i][1]) + ’\n’)
if RGB[i] == ’False’:
config.write(’ Output file = ’ + ’_’.join(bandname[i].split())
+ format_dict[format][1] + ’\n’)
else:




for i in gry_indices:
os.system(’eog "’ + path + bandname[i] + ’.pgm"’) # replace eog with
preview on Macs
#os.system(’/Applications/Preview.app/Contents/MacOS/Preview "’ + path
+ bandname[i] + ’.pgm"’)
if len(rgb_indices) > 0:
os.system(’eog ’ + path + ’RGB.ppm’) # replace eog with preview on Macs
#os.system(’/Applications/Preview.app/Contents/MacOS/Preview ’ + path
+ ’RGB.ppm’)
writeout = raw_input(’Do you want to write out the video with this scaling
and stretching? [y/n] ’)
if writeout == ’y’:
print ’Preparing to write video out!’
os.system(’python makeMovie.py ’ + cfg_file)
else:
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print ’Not writing out video!’
if len(rgb_indices) > 0:
os.system(’rm ’ + path + ’RGB.ppm’)
for i in gry_indices:
os.system(’rm "’ + path + bandname[i] + ’.pgm"’)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
’’’
makeMovie.py is an automated DIRSIG movie making python program using numpy,
Image Magick, and ffmpeg.
It uses a simple text-based configuration file.







conf = open(configFile, ’r’)
config = conf.readlines()
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if config[0].split(’=’)[1].strip() != ’True’:
print ’This is not a valid configuration file’
return
else:
for i in range(len(config)):
if config[i].find(’#’) != -1:
if config[i].strip()[0] == ’#’:
config.pop(i) # remove entire line comments
config.append(’Null’) # must be there to maintain list
length for for loop
else:
config[i] = config[i].split(’#’)[0].strip() # remove
comments after text
for i in range(10):
conf_dict[config[i].split(’=’)[0].strip()]
= config[i].split(’=’)[1].strip()
begin, end = [], []
for i in range(len(config)):
if config[i].find(’{’) != -1:
begin.append(i)
elif config[i].find(’}’) != -1:
end.append(i)
for i in range(int(conf_dict[’Bands’])):
conf_dict[config[begin[i]].split(’=’)[0].strip()] = {}
for j in range(end[i]-begin[i]-1):






’’’Reads in ENVI image as a numpy array’’’
filein = open(image, ’r’)
array = numpy.fromfile(file = filein, dtype = numpy.float64)
return array
def separateBands(array, bands, rows, cols):
’’’numpy arrays are (cols, rows, bands)’’’
arrays = []
array = array.reshape(cols, rows, bands)








for i in range(len(r)):





def Stretch(array, Min, Max):
’’’Simple linear pixel stretch with minimum and maximum’’’
flatArray = array.flatten()
for i in range(len(flatArray)):
if flatArray[i] < Min:
flatArray[i] = Min
elif flatArray[i] > Max:
flatArray[i] = Max
array = flatArray.reshape(array.shape)




’’’Swaps byte order from intel little endian to PGM big endian
Only important for 16-bit PGM images’’’
swappedArray = array.byteswap()
return swappedArray
def PGMout(file, array, cols, rows):
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outfile = open(file, ’w’)
outfile.write(’P5\n’)




def PPMout(file, array, cols, rows):
outfile = open(file, ’w’)
outfile.write(’P6\n’)




if __name__ == ’__main__’:
args = []
for arg in sys.argv:
args.append(arg)




if path[-1] != ’/’:
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path + ’/’







for i in range(int(bands)):
if conf_dict[’Band ’ + str(i+1)][’RGB Images’] == ’Red’:
rgb_dict[’r’] = i
elif conf_dict[’Band ’ + str(i+1)][’RGB Images’] == ’Green’:
rgb_dict[’g’] = i








os.system(’ls -1 ’ + path + ’*.img > ’ + path + ’listfiles.txt’)
if len(gray_bands) > 0:
os.system(’mkdir ’ + path + ’pgms’)
for i in gray_bands:
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os.system(’mkdir "’ + path + ’pgms/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(i+1)][’Band Name’] + ’"’)
os.system(’mkdir ’ + path + ’jpgs’)
if len(rgb_bands[0]) > 0:
os.system(’mkdir ’ + path + ’ppms’)
os.system(’mkdir "’ + path + ’jpgs/’ + ’RGB"’)
for i in gray_bands:
os.system(’mkdir "’ + path + ’jpgs/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(i+1)][’Band Name’] + ’"’)
os.system(’mkdir ’ + path + ’Movies/’)
listfiles = open(path + ’listfiles.txt’, ’r’).readlines()
os.system(’rm ’ + path + ’listfiles.txt’)
for i in range(numIms):
array = readimage(listfiles[i].strip())
for j in gray_bands:
arrays = separateBands(array, int(bands), int(rows), int(cols))
stretchedArr = Stretch(arrays[j], float(conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(j+1)][’Minimum Value’]), float(conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(j+1)][’Maximum Value’]))
swappedArray = swapOrder(stretchedArr)
PGMout(path + ’pgms/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(j+1)][’Band Name’] + ’/’+ conf_dict[’Band ’ + str(j+1)][’Band Name’]
+ ’_%04d.pgm’ %i, swappedArray, int(cols), int(rows))
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rgb_arrays = []
for j in rgb_bands[0]:
arrays = separateBands(array, int(bands), int(rows), int(cols))
stretchedArr = Stretch(arrays[j], float(conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(j+1)][’Minimum Value’]), float(conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(j+1)][’Maximum Value’]))
rgb_arrays.append(stretchedArr)
if len(rgb_bands[0]) > 0:
rgb_array = RGB_Array(rgb_arrays)
swapped_rgb_array = swapOrder(rgb_array)
PPMout(path + ’ppms/’ + ’RGB_%04d.ppm’ %i,
swapped_rgb_array, int(cols), int(rows))
for i in gray_bands:
os.system(’ls -1 "’ + path + ’pgms/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(i+1)][’Band Name’] + ’/" > "’ + path + ’pgms/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(i+1)][’Band Name’] + ’/pgmlist.txt"’)
if rgb_bands[0] > 0:
os.system(’ls -1 "’ + path + ’ppms/’ + ’/" > "’ + path + ’ppms/’
+ ’/ppmlist.txt"’)
for i in gray_bands:
pgms = open(path + ’pgms/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(i+1)][’Band Name’] + ’/pgmlist.txt’, ’r’).readlines()
for j in range(len(pgms)):
if pgms[j].strip() == ’pgmlist.txt’:
pgms.pop(j)
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pgms.append(’Null’)
for j in range(numIms):
os.system(’convert -quality 100 "’ + path + ’pgms/’
+ conf_dict[’Band ’ + str(i+1)][’Band Name’] + ’/’ + pgms[j][:-5] + ’".pgm’
+ ’ "’ + path + ’jpgs/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’ + str(i+1)][’Band Name’] + ’/’
+ pgms[j][:-5] + ’".jpg’)
if len(rgb_bands[0]) > 0:
ppms = open(path + ’ppms/’ + ’/ppmlist.txt’, ’r’).readlines()
for j in range(len(ppms)):
if ppms[j].strip() == ’ppmlist.txt’:
ppms.pop(j)
ppms.append(’Null’)
for j in range(numIms):
os.system(’convert -quality 100 "’ + path + ’ppms/’
+ ppms[j][:-5] + ’".ppm’ + ’ "’ + path + ’jpgs/’ + ’RGB’ + ’/’
+ ppms[j][:-5] + ’".jpg’)
rate = conf_dict[’Video Frame Rate’]
for i in gray_bands:
pgms = open(path + ’pgms/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(i+1)][’Band Name’] + ’/pgmlist.txt’, ’r’).readlines()
os.system(’rm ’ + path + ’pgms/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(i+1)][’Band Name’] + ’/pgmlist.txt’)
for j in range(len(pgms)):
if pgms[j].strip() == ’pgmlist.txt’:
pgms.pop(j)
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pgms.append(’Null’)
os.system(’ffmpeg -r ’ + rate + ’ -b 18000k -i "’ + path + ’jpgs/’
+ conf_dict[’Band ’ + str(i+1)][’Band Name’] + ’/’ + pgms[i][:-9]
+ ’"%04d.jpg "’ + path + ’Movies/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’
+ str(i+1)][’Output file’] + ’"’)
if len(rgb_bands[0]) > 0:
ppms = open(path + ’ppms/’ + ’/ppmlist.txt’, ’r’).readlines()
os.system(’rm ’ + path + ’ppms/’ + ’/ppmlist.txt’)
for j in range(len(ppms)):
if ppms[j].strip() == ’ppmlist.txt’:
ppms.pop(j)
ppms.append(’Null’)
os.system(’ffmpeg -r ’ + rate + ’ -b 1800k -i "’ + path
+ ’jpgs/’ + ’RGB’ + ’/’ + ppms[i][:-9] + ’"%04d.jpg "’ + path
+ ’Movies/’ + conf_dict[’Band ’ + str(rgb_bands[0][0]+1)][’Output file’] + ’"’)
if conf_dict[’Keep Temporary PGMs or PPMs’] == ’False’:
os.system(’rm -rf ’ + path + ’pgms’)
if conf_dict[’Keep Temporary JPGs’] == ’False’:
os.system(’rm -rf ’ + path + ’jpgs’)
else:
print ’Syntax: python makeMovie.py <full path to configure file>’
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
’’’
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scaleImages.py contains all the functions used to properly scale and
stretch DIRSIG images







’’’Reads in ENVI header as a python dictionary’’’
headinfo = {}
headerin = open(header, ’r’)
head = headerin.readlines()
for i in range(len(head)):
if head[i].find(’=’) != -1:
if head[i].find(’{’) != -1:




elif head[i].find(’}’) == -1:
headinfo[head[i].split(’=’)[0].strip()]
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= head[i].split(’=’)[1].strip()
j = i
while j != ’bracket found’:
j += 1
if head[j].find(’}’) == -1:
headinfo[head[i].split(’=’)[0].strip()]
= headinfo[head[i].split(’=’)[0].strip()] + head[j].strip()
else:
headinfo[head[i].split(’=’)[0].strip()]
= headinfo[head[i].split(’=’)[0].strip()] + head[j].strip()




for i in range(len(headinfo.values())):
if headinfo.values()[i].find(’{’) != -1:
headinfo[headinfo.keys()[i]] = headinfo.values()[i].replace(’{’, ’’)
headinfo[headinfo.keys()[i]] = headinfo.values()[i].replace(’}’, ’’)
for i in range(len(headinfo.values())):




’’’Simple linear pixel stretch’’’
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stretchedArray = ((array - numpy.min(array))/(numpy.max(array)
- numpy.min(array))) * (65535)
stretchedArray = stretchedArray.astype(numpy.uint16)
return stretchedArray, (numpy.min(array), numpy.max(array))
def clippedLinearStretch(array, percent, cols, rows):
’’’Simple linear pixel stretch with percent clip from lower and
upper ends’’’
p = percent * .01
flatArray = array.flatten()
(n, bins) = numpy.histogram(flatArray, bins=65335)
cum = numpy.cumsum(n)
keep = []
for i in range(len(cum)):
if (cum[i] > cols * rows * p) and (cum[i] < (cols * rows)




for i in range(len(flatArray)):
if flatArray[i] < Min:
flatArray[i] = Min
elif flatArray[i] > Max:
flatArray[i] = Max
newarray = flatArray.reshape(array.shape)
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stretchedArray = ((newarray - Min)/(Max - Min)) * (65535)
stretchedArray = stretchedArray.astype(numpy.uint16)
return stretchedArray, (Min, Max)
def interactiveStretch(array, Min, Max):
’’’Simple linear pixel stretch with user defined minimum and maximum’’’
flatArray = array.flatten()
for i in range(len(flatArray)):
if flatArray[i] < Min:
flatArray[i] = Min
elif flatArray[i] > Max:
flatArray[i] = Max
array = flatArray.reshape(array.shape)
stretchedArray = ((array - Min)/(Max - Min)) * (65535)
stretchedArray = stretchedArray.astype(numpy.uint16)
return stretchedArray, (Min, Max)
def writeOutHist(bands, bandnames, arrays, path):
for i in range(bands):
fhand = open(path + bandnames[i] + ’_hist.txt’, ’w’)
(n, bins) = numpy.histogram(arrays[i], bins=65335)
for j in range(len(n)):
fhand.write(str(n[j]) + ’ ’ + str(bins[j]) + ’\n’)
fhand.close()
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
’’’
imageHist.py is a simple python program that plots the histogram of an






(n, bins) = image
pylab.plot(bins, n)
pylab.title(bandname)
if __name__ == ’__main__’:
args = []
for arg in sys.argv:
args.append(arg)
if len(args) == 4:
path = args[1]
bands = eval(args[2])
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bandnames = list(eval(args[3]))
hists, data = [], []
for i in range(bands):
fhand = open(path + bandnames[i] + ’_hist.txt’, ’r’)
hists.append(fhand.readlines())
for i in range(len(hists)):
n, bins = [], []




for i in range(bands):
pylab.figure(i+1)





print ’python imageHist.py <path> <bands> <[bandname1, bandname2,..]>’
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
’’’
DIRSIG2PGM.py is a python program that converts DIRSIG ENVI images to
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PGM image using numpy arrays.
Recall PGM uses big endian and ENVI uses the system byte order
(Intel is little endian).
DIRSIG output images are 64-bit double precision floating point numbers
with band
interleaved by pixel.
PGM images are 8 or 16-bit integer numbers with band interleaved by pixel.
For now Rows and Columns are hardcoded!





filein = open(infile, ’r’)
array = numpy.fromfile(file = filein, dtype = numpy.float64)
return array
def separateBands(array):
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’’’numpy arrays are (bands, rows, cols)’’’
print array.shape
array = array.reshape(256, 256, 2)
MWArray = array[:,:,0]
LWArray = array[:,:,1]
return MWArray, numpy.min(MWArray), numpy.max(MWArray), LWArray,
numpy.min(LWArray), numpy.max(LWArray)
def rescale(array, min, max):
flatarray = array.flatten()
for i in range(len(array)):
if flatarray[i] < min:
flatarray[i] = min









def PGM1out(file, array, cols, rows):
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outfile = open(file, ’w’)
outfile.write(’P5\n’)




def PGM2out(file, array, cols, rows):
outfile = open(file, ’w’)
outfile.write(’P5\n’)









# for walk through files
for subdir, dirs, files in os.walk(directory):
’’’First we need to get a min and max for the first frame’’’
firstFrameMinMax = []
for file in files:
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firstfile = readin(file)






print MWMin, MWMax, LWMin, LWMax
’’’Next we convert to PGM using the min and max from the first frame’’’
for file in files:







MWArray, MWmin, MWmax, LWArray, LWmin, LWmax = separateBands(array)
scaledMWarray = rescale(MWArray, MWMin, MWMax)
scaledLWarray = rescale(LWArray, LWMin, LWMax)
swappedMWarray = swapOrder(scaledMWarray)
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swappedLWarray = swapOrder(scaledLWarray)
PGM1out(pgmfile1, swappedMWarray, cols, rows)
PGM2out(pgmfile2, swappedLWarray, cols, rows)
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